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Abstract

Forsmark is a three unit BWR site with a total capacity of 3200 MW. Units 1 and two are
identical and went into commercial operation in 1980 and 1981. Unit 3 is of a later design with an
output of 1200 MW and have been operating since 1985. The average availability for the site has been
over 90 % for the last 10 years, and the total busbar cost has been competitive. A consistent
management strategy has been used to achieve the good results. Several organizational modifications
have been made during the years to adapt the organization to changing internal and external
conditions. An overall goal regarding staffing has been to keep the number of employees at the same
level as in 1985 when Unit 3 went into commercial operation. During the time period from 1975,
when the operational organization was formed, until today, the focus for the organization has changed
several times. During the commissioning period the focus was on training and establishing routines
and procedures. During the first years of operation development of maintenance programs and taking
over activities from the supplier was dominating. Next area in focus was increasing availability and
making the outages more efficient. Several minor modifications to the plant were made to support
maintenance activities. More focus on cost reduction and increasing the production through technical
modifications were next. After 15 years of operation the need for replacement of components to ensure
reliable operation was evident. A program for major modifications was developed, aiming at 40 years
lifetime. Deregulation of the Nordic Electricity Market now calls for further reductions in production
costs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Forsmark NPP is a three unit BWR site with a total capacity of 3200 MW. The site is
owned and operated by Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB (FKA). Units 1 and 2 are identical and
went into commercial operation in 1980 and 1981. Unit 3 is of a later design with an output of
1200 MW and have been operating since 1985. All three units are of ABB-Atom design with
internal reactor coolant pumps. The average availability for the site has been over 90% for the
last 12 years, and the total busbar cost has been competitive. A consistent management
strategy has been used to achieve the good results. Several organizational modifications have
been made during the years to adapt the organization to changing internal and external
conditions. An overall goal related to staffing has been to keep the number of employees at
the same level as when Unit 3 went into commercial operation.

2. FKA, VATTENFALL AND THE NORDIC MARKET

Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB is owned by several private and municipal companies. The
majority owner (74.5%) is Vattenfall AB, the largest Swedish utility. Vattenfall AB fully
owns another nuclear site with four reactors, Ringhals NPP and several hydro power stations.
Traditionally there has been trading of electricity between the Nordic countries, with a well
developed grid for transmission. With deregulation of the Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish
market in 1996 the competition on the Nordic electricity market became stronger. The market
price for electricity has decreased since deregulation took place. This puts still more pressure
on all electricity producers to reduce costs. For Forsmark this means that several efforts are
going on to increase efficiency of work processes to reduce costs.
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3. FKA RESULTS AND AMBITIONS

From the start of the first unit at Forsmark, management has strongly focused on good
results. This is represented by high production, low cost and high safety standards. The
ambition has always been to be the best.

The results in production are measured as availability, since the large portion of hydro-
power in Sweden means load follow operation when much water is available. The availability
results are shown in figure 1.
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FIGURE 1: FORSMARK NUCLEAR POWER STATION ENERGY AVAILABILITY
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The results in costs are measured as the total busbar cost, including all financial costs,
fees and taxes. The results are shown in figure 2. (20 ore/KWh corresponds to 2.5 US
cents/KWh, approximately)
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FIGURE 2: FORSMARK NUCLEAR POWER STATION BUSBAR COST
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4. MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

The management strategy has been consistent, using few and well communicated goals
that are easy to understand and follow up on. These goals have focused on production, safety,
economy and public confidence. With three units on site, this has been used for internal
competition and benchmarking. One important strategy is to have all the resources needed for
operation at site. At the corporate headquarters only a few persons are working with matters
directly related to Forsmark. Another strategy is that each unit is responsible for its part of the
result. This means that the total result at Forsmark is made up by the sum of the result for the
three units. The services provided by the support divisions are "bought" by the units. This has
assisted in allocating the resources to where they are most efficiently used.

5. ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The organization for operating the plants was originally formed in 1975, but has since
that changed several times. Adjustments have been made to fit the different stages from
commissioning, the first years of operations (stabilization period), the tuning period (technical
improvements and power upgrading), stable operation, replacement period to the present
period when effort are made to be still more competitive.

The staffing numbers at Forsmark are shown in figure 3. This includes all employed at
Forsmark. The number of full time contractors at Forsmark has normally been rather low, less
than 100 persons. During the outages several contractors are brought in, typically about 900
persons per unit. In addition, there are contractors for special projects including modifications.
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FIGURE 3: FORSMARK NUCLEAR POWER STATION STAFFING

6. EXTERNAL REQUIREMENTS

External requirements from nuclear regulatory bodies or others may impact the way the
organization is set up, including the number of staff. During the time when the first operating
organization is formed, it is important to have clear goals set for the permanent organization.
This may prevent oversizing the organization from the start. Normally the regulatory body
sets the minimum number of operators in the control room, requirements for security
personnel, for a fire brigade at site etc. In discussions with the regulatory body the plant
management needs to have a clear idea of how the necessary tasks for these categories will be
carried out most efficiently.
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At Forsmark there has been very few changes in external requirements directly affecting
staffing. However, changes to rules and regulations regarding training and maintenance, e.g.
inservice inspections, have created a need for more people in certain areas.

7. INTERNAL REQUIREMENTS

The management strategies should be formed early, with a look at the horizon. The
internal requirements on the organization may vary over time, but a consistent strategy should
be used. One trend we have seen in Forsmark is a change to have a greater need for people
with higher education (university degree). With a proven maintenance program that is
working well,less resources are needed for maintenance. However, aging equipment need
replacement needs replacing, which means more resources are involved with modifications.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS

Be aware that the organization must be adjusted during the years of operation. During
start up special needs for training and forming routines and procedures needs to be addressed.
Later the organization should be able to handle modifications.

It is important to develop the right tools early for supporting the organization. This
should include systems for configuration control and for maintenance work control.

With new plants the possibilities to use computers to monitor plant status and equipment
condition should be used.

Plant staffing should be adequate to perform the needed tasks, but should not be too
generously sized from the start. It is very hard to make a downsizing, while a shortage of
people normally can be compensated by contractors until the plant staff has been employed
and trained.
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